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There are three main sources of influence in causal inference: computer science, statistics
and epidemiology and econometrics. Active research on causality started in the 80’s.
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Traditional ML vs Causal AI
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Advantages of Causal AIAdvantages of Causal AI





Causal AI Challenges  in Healthcare

Modern healthcare data are:

• Insufficient

• Multi-modal (Time-series, Imaging, 
HER, Annotations)

• High-dimensional

• Often unstructured

Question?
How to acquire the necessary information to 

causally reason about treatments and outcomes?



Precision medicine (also known as personalized medicine) need to answer complex queries about
how individuals would respond to interventions.

Current ML systems are based on previous correlations in data
- Out of distribution data
- bias over dataset
- Insufficient data

ML in Healthcare

Question?
How to increase the accuracy of the ML models 
for individuals as well as ensure generalization?



Challenges 

Alzheimer’s disease practical example



Modelling the data generation process

✓ Illustration of how a naively trained classifier (a convolutional neural network on ADNI dataset) fails
when the data generation process and causal structure are not identified.

➢ Issue: healthy older patients (80–90 years old) are less accurately predicted because ageing itself
causes the brain to have Alzheimer’s-like patterns.

Results:

After training with counterfactually augmented data, the classifier’s precision for the worse performance age 
group improved.



Alzheimer’s disease practical example

✓ Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a type of cognitive decline that generally appears later in life [6].

✓ AD is associated with brain atrophy, i.e. volumetric reduction of grey matter [7].

✓ AD causes the symptom of brain morphology change [6-8].

✓ It is well established that atrophy also occurs during normal ageing [7].

Conclusion:

In this scenario, we can assume that age is a confounder of brain morphology, measured by the MR image,
and AD diagnosis.

Causal graph 



✓ To model the effect of having age as a confounder of brain
morphology and AD, conditional generative model has been
applied.

✓ Synthesize images of a patient at different ages and with
different AD status.

Outcome:

✓ By observing qualitatively the difference between the baseline
and synthesized images, we see that ageing and AD have similar
effects on the brain.That is, that both variables change the volume
of brain when intervened on independently.

✓ This causal knowledge enables the formulation of best strategies
for mitigating data bias(es) and improving generalization

The images with grey background are difference images
obtained by subtracting the synthesized image from the
baseline.

Alzheimer’s disease practical example



Proposed Model (Conditional GAN)



Quantitative results and Summary

✓ A method has been presented that learns to simulate subject-specific aged images without longitudinal
data. It relies on a Generator to generate the images and a Discriminator that captures the joint distribution
of brain images and clinical variables, i.e. age and health state (AD status). Also, it offers an embedding
mechanism to encode the information of age and health state into our network, and age-modulated and
self-reconstruction losses to preserve subject identity.

✓ Qualitative results showing that this method is able to generate consistent and realistic images conditioned
on the target age and health state.



Modelling the data generation process

✓ Illustration of how a naively trained classifier (a convolutional neural network on ADNI dataset) fails
when the data generation process and causal structure are not identified.

➢ Issue: healthy older patients (80–90 years old) are less accurately predicted because ageing itself
causes the brain to have Alzheimer’s-like patterns.

Results:

After training with counterfactually augmented data, the classifier’s precision for the worse performance age 
group improved.



Individualized Treatment Effect

Our goal is to use machine learning to estimate the effect of a treatment on an individual using static or time-
series observational data.



Treatment effect and precision medicine

Difference between individualized and average treatment effect (ITE versus ATE).

Features: (patient characteristics)

Outcome: measure of response to the treatment

The ITE for each patient is the difference between actual and the
counterfactual outcome. We show an example counterfactual to
highlight that ITE for some patients might differ from the average
(ATE).



✓ Employing causal inference methods to estimate individualized treatment effects, we can understand
which patients benefit from certain medication and which patients do not, thus enabling us to make
personalized treatment recommendations

✓ The estimation of treatment affect using observational data is subject to confounding as patient
characteristics affect both the selection of treatment and outcome. Causal inference methods need to
mitigate this.

Conclusions: ITE and precision medicine



✓ Multi-modal data
✓ Temporal data
✓ Out-of-distribution generalization with unstructured and high-dimensional data

Conclusion: Causal machine learning for complex data 
(Future Research Trends)



✓ Causal Representations
✓ Causal Discovery
✓ Causal Reasoning

Research directions in causal machine learning



Our Causal Analysis on Affect Dataset



Causal Discovery



Effect of COVID on Sleep quality

Causal Reasoning



Causal Estimate is 4.125814211984448

Multi-treatment effect on Sleep quality

Causal Reasoning



Causal Estimate is 14.94646389251753

Multi-treatment effect on distressed

Causal Reasoning
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➢ “Causal models have a unique combination of capabilities that could enable a deeper understanding of
complex systems and allow us to better align decision systems with society’s values.”

DeepMind

➢ “Causal inference may be the new frontier as we migrate away from association-based analysis only.”
Swiss Re Institute

➢ “Causal inference and machine learning have a symbiotic relationship that is growing deeper… We have made 
a large investment in Causal AI.”

Netflix Research

Conclusion



Questions?

1. What do “Causal Invariant Features” mean?

2. What is Causal Reinforcement Learning area does? 
How Causality helps RL?
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